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ABSTRACT: In recent years, growing attention has been given to the effects of
corrosion on reinforced concrete structures. Marine environment and de-icing salt are two
causes chloride-induced corrosion. Basically, there are two types of steel reinforcement
corrosion called general and pitting corrosion. In real corroded reinforced concrete (RC)
structures, a mix of the general and pitting corrosion usually takes place. Corrosion
decreases the mechanical characteristics of steel reinforcing.
In this study, reduction factors of mechanical properties of steel reinforcement have been
estimated through experimental monotonic tensile tests to take into consideration of
eccentricity caused by pitting corrosion. Reduction factors have been defined to estimate
the effect of corrosion on the reduction in mechanical properties of corroded steel bars.
The reduction factors indicate the percentage reduction in the mechanical properties for
1% loss of cross-section area of steel reinforcement.
To meet this aim, pitting corrosion has been simulated by mechanically removing a
portion of the cross section form 10mm, steel reinforcement. The reduction factors in
terms of yield stress, ultimate stress, module of elasticity and elongation have been
estimated from monotonic tensile tests. The relevant deterioration models have been
developed based on the experimental results, and have been used for section-level
analysis of a reinforced concrete bridge pier. The results of section-level analysis show
degradation in moment-curvature and force-displacement of the corroded RC bridge pier
due to pitting corrosion.
1 INTRODUCTION
There are a number of causes of corrosion in reinforced concrete (RC) structures including: chlorideinduced, carbonation-induced, bacterial-induced and stray current-induced corrosion. Chlorideinduced corrosion is generally the most common cause for corroding of RC structures. Chlorideinduced corrosion is an electrochemical process that degrades reinforced concrete (RC) structures.
While RC structures in pristine condition can be expected to satisfy the code requirement of a given
era corrosion of reinforcing steel will degrade the seismic capacity of the structure over time.
Therefore, old corroded RC structures become vulnerable to future earthquakes. Past studies have
reported some corroded RC bridge in New Zealand (Bruce and Land Transport 2008, Pank 2009,
Rogers, Al-Ani et al. 2013). Figure 1 shows examples of real corroded bridge in New Zealand
(Rogers, Al-Ani et al. 2013).
There are two corrosion configuration named general corrosion and pitting (or localized) corrosion.
Figure 2 shows configuration of pitting and general corrosion simulated by accelerated corrosion
technique.
According to the literature, there are a number of studies on general corrosion, while few
investigations have been carried out on pitting corrosion. Pitting corrosion significantly decreases
cross-section area of steel bars and affects the service life of RC structures. It is worth to note that,
diameter size of bar affects pit depth. Increasing diameter of reinforcing steel raises pit depth (Stewart
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and Al-H
Harthy 20088, Stewart 20
009). Pittingg corrosion not
n only decrreases cross--section areaa of steel
reinforceement but alsso does cause reduction iin effective mechanical
m
properties
p
of steel reinforrcement.

Figure 1.. Real-life corrroded bridges’ deck in N
New Zealand; Right: corro
osion of longittudinal bars;; Left:
corrosion
n of post-tenssion tendons used in beam
ms.

Figure 2. Corrosion
C
co
onfiguration: Left: general corrosion; Right:
R
Pittingg corrosion

Three diifferent technniques are uttilized to corrrode steel reeinforcementt including m
machined, acccelerated
and marrine environnment (naturral) corrosioon. Machined and accellerated corroosion techniiques are
always aartificial methods to sim
mulate marinne environment corrosion because nnatural corro
osion is a
long-term
m process thhat is not feaasible to be used for research prograams. Past stuudies, to sim
mplify the
problem
m, have theorretically modelled pittinng corrosion
n as a part of
o sphere thhat is very similar
s
to
realistic pitting corroosion (Stewaart 2004). H
However, according to the best know
wledge of thee authors,
there is nno experimenntal study on
n the sphericcal simulated
d pitting corro
osion. The oonly approacch studies
simulateed pitting corrosion by removing
r
a ppart of steel bar’s cross--section usinng hemispheerical end
mill withh a cylindriccal shank (C
Cairns, Plizzaari et al. 200
05). With reespect to acccelerated corrrosion, a
number of methods have been used to corrrode RC stru
uctures. Pon
nding membeers in salt water
w
and
applyingg current eleectricity nam
med galvanosstatic method and artificcial climate chamber meethod are
frequenttly used (Casstro, Veleva et al. 1997, Yuan, Ji et al. 2007). Figure 3 show
ws test setup
p of these
two acceelerated methhods. It shou
uld be stated that with excception of machinery
m
opeeration, simu
ulation of
only pittting corrosioon is not possible using aaccelerated corrosion,
c
beecause they llead to a com
mbination
of both ggeneral and pitting
p
corrossion.

Figgure 3. Acceleerated corrossion test setup
p, left: Galvanostatic; righ
ht: Artificial cclimate cham
mber

In this ppaper, the effect of pitting corrosioon on reducttion in yield
d and ultimaate stress, module
m
of
2

elasticityy and elongaation has beeen investigateed through experimental
e
monotonic ttensile tests. To meet
this aim,, pitting dam
mage on 10m
mm deformedd steel bars has
h been simu
ulated by meechanically removing
r
a part oof steel cross-section using a spheriical cutter. A machined
d simulated ppit is an acccelerated
method tto simulate corrosion,
c
beecause naturaal pitting corrrosion may take
t
several yyears. Three different
pit levelss associated with low, medium
m
and s ever pitting corrosion haave been simu
mulated. In this regard,
a pit cauuses up to 10%
%, 15%- 30%
% and more tthan 35% red
ductions in cross-section
c
n area is conssidered as
low, meddium and sevver pitting co
orrosion. Thee deterioratio
on models off reduction inn the four meechanical
propertiees of steel reeinforcement have been ddeveloped baased on the teensile test reesults. Then they
t
have
used in ssection levell analysis off a RC bridgee pier to inv
vestigate the effect of pittting corrosio
on on the
moment--curvature model.
m
The preliminary
p
results show
w pitting co
orrosion has a critical im
mpact on
seismic bbehaviour off RC bridge piers.
p
2 EXPE
ERIMENTA
AL METHO
OD TO SIM
MULATE PIT
TTING COR
RROSION
Corrosioon simulated by machinin
ng the reinfoorcement is a very simple technique w
which can be
b used to
accurately create a given geometry and redduce the cro
oss-section. Figure
F
4 shoows the geo
ometry of
pitting ccorrosion. As
A shown in
n the figure , pit width and depth are two maain geometry
y factors
represennting the severity of pittiing corrosionn. The samp
ples of length
h 600mm (3300mm gaug
ge length)
were cutt for tensilee tests. In th
his research, 2mm, 4mm
m and 5mm pit depth coorresponding
g to low,
medium and severe pitting levells have beenn simulated on
o 10mm deformed steell reinforcement using
machineery operationn.

Figure 4.. Left: geomeetry of pitting
g corrosion M
Middle: cross--section detaiils of sampless; Right: steell bar
prepared
d for tensile tests

To take into consideeration the effects of spaatial variabillity of pitting
g corrosion, a pit at everry 10mm
distance (3 pits in tootal) on the surface of thee steel bars have
h
been co
onsidered (Sttewart and Al-Harthy
A
2008, Sttewart 2009)
Three diifferent pit siizes have beeen shown inn the figure 5.
5 In the reseearch, three different dim
mensions,
2mm, 4m
mm and 5m
mm pit depth
h have beenn simulated using machiinery operattions. The associated
a
maximum
m percentagge loss of cross section aareas are 7.3
3%, 26.5% and
a 39% resspectively. Assuming
A
general ccorrosion, thhe average crross-section loss percenttages are 0.14%, 0.97% and 1.73% for
f 2mm,
4mm andd 5mm pit depth respectiively. The looss of mass caused
c
by each pit divideed by mass of
o 100mm
length oof the bar is the equivaleent percent oof general co
orrosion. Acccording to tthe literaturee, general
corrosionn up to 1%
% reduction in cross-seection does not affect mechanicall properties of steel
reinforceement (Maslehuddin, Alllam et al. 19990, Allam, Maslehuddin
M
et al. 1994).
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F
Figure
5. Thee sizes of pits on the surfacce of 10mm deformed
d
barrs

The relattionship betw
ween pit depth and pit wiidth have beeen defined ass follows:
2

1

(1)

The maxximum corroded area (sho
own in the A
A-A cross secction in figurre 1) can be ccalculated ass follows:
√

( )

(2)

√

Where, bb, dc and D0 are pit width
h, pit depth annd diameter of sound steel reinforcem
ment respectiively,
and A1 aand A2 are esttimated as fo
ollows:
(3)
(4)
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3 TENS
SILE TEST
TS
Monotonnic tensile teests have beeen carried ouut on the non
n-corroded and
a corrodedd bars to com
mpare the
effects oof pitting corrrosion on meechanical peerformance of 10mm defo
ormed bars ggrade 300. Th
hree tests
for each level of corrrosion, 12 tests have beenn performed in total. Thee tests have bbeen carried out using
controlleed rate of dissplacement. The rate of displacemen
nt in elastic region
r
was 11mm per min
nute, and
was incrreased to 2mm per minutte in plastic rregion. An ex
xtensometer has been sett up between
n two pits
for meassuring the strrain, force an
nd displacem
ment. Figure 6 shows the test setup. T
The results have
h
been
used to ddevelop the relevant
r
deterioration moodels.

Figure 6. Moonotonic tenssile test setup
p
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4 RESU
ULTS
The effeective stress strain curvess of monotonnic tensile teests have beeen presented in figure 7. It can be
seen thaat pitting corrrosion alterss effective m
mechanical properties
p
of the steel baar. Table 1 shows the
pits’ geoometry and thhe associated
d cross sectioon loss perceentage. It sho
ould be stateed that corrossion does
not affecct inherent mechanical
m
properties reinnforcing steeel. It alters effective
e
mecchanical prop
perties of
corrodedd bars.
Taable 1. pitting
g geometry an
nd percent off cross-section
n loss of sampples
Sppecimen

Pit width (m
mm)

Pit deepth (mm)

Corroded
C
areaa (mm2)

C
Cross section loss (%)

Non corrroded (N.C)

0

0

0

0

PL1

3.92

2

5.75

7.3

PL2

7.33

4

20.8

26.5

PL3

8.66

5

30.7

39
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Figure 7.. Stress-strain
n curves of 10
0mm deform
med steel reinfforcement of various degrree of pitting corrosion

5 DEVE
ELOPING DETERIOR
D
RATION M ODELS
Several ddeteriorationn models bassed on matheematical relattionships sho
owing how m
mechanical properties
p
of corroded memberrs or materiaals degrade due to corro
osion exist in
i the literatture (Morinaaga 1996,
Cairns, P
Plizzari et al.
a 2005, Leee and Cho 22009, Oyado
o, Kanakubo
o et al. 20111). However,, usually,
general corrosion has
h been ad
dapted for eestimating th
he reduction
n factors. M
Moreover, th
he results
presented in the literrature have a wide variaation indicatiing the need
d for further studies. Thee existing
deterioraation modelss in the literaature have b een presenteed based on linear regresssion of expeerimental
results. The equation 7 show
ws the geneeral form of
o deterioration models for corrod
ded steel
d for both genneral and pittting corrosio
on:
reinforceement that haas been used
1

(7)

Wherre, β c : mechhanical properties of corrroded bars, α : relevant reduction faactors, Qcorr : amount
of corrossion in the teerm of reduction percentaage of mass, and β : mecchanical propperties of sound bars.
The equaation 7 is inddependent frrom type of ccorrosion, an
nd the mechaanical properrties of corro
oded bars
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can be calculated by given relevant parameters. Figures 8 and 9 show deteriorated modulus of
elasticity, elongation, yield stress and ultimate stress for different amount of cross section reduction.
Assuming linear regression, reduction factors for each of these properties have been calculated using
equation 7 as 0.65, 2.78, 1.19 and 0.81 respectively. The results indicate that further studies are needed
to estimate the reduction factors of mechanical properties of reinforcing steel, and linear regression
presented by past studies is not suitable in case of pitting corrosion. While all reduction factors have
been estimated based on linear regression in the literature, the results show that with exception of
ultimate stress and modulus of elasticity, the linear regression are not suitable methods basically for
variation of reduction factors for different amount of corrosion. The reduction in elongation, for
example, for up to 7.3% corrosion in much higher than that for corrosion between 7.3% and 26.5%,
and the reduction for corrosion greater than 26.5% is relatively low. The results indicate further
investigation to estimate reduction factors based dependent on amount of corrosion.
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Figure 8. Relationship between corrosion and reduction in left: module of elasticity, right: elongation
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Figure 9. Relationship between corrosion and reduction in left: yield stress, right: ultimate stress

6 CROSS SECTION ANALYSIS OF A CORRODED RC BRIDGE PIER
Cross-section analysis is a quite common numerical method to evaluate the key structural parameters
for the seismic performance R.C. members. Recently research studies incorporated degradation
models for concrete and steel which allows to predict the long term seismic performance of RC bridge
piers (Palermo and Pampanin 2008, Ghosh and Padgett 2010, Biondini, Camnasio et al. 2013).
Corrosion is usually modelled by decreasing cross-section area of steel reinforcement and causing
reduction in effective mechanical properties of steel reinforcements which leads to reduction in the
seismic capacity. The moment-curvature and force-displacement relationship have been utilized to
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evaluate the effects of corrosion
n on seismicc performancce of a corro
oded bridge ppier (Montejjo 2007).
The crosss-section coonsidered is at
a the bottom
m of the brid
dge piers wh
here plastic hhinge is form
ming. The
intent is to evaluate how pitting
g corrosion aalters the ov
verall seismicc performannce of bridgee piers in
terms off strength annd stiffness and
a more im
mportantly du
uctility (strain, sectional and structurral level).
The redduction in thhe mechaniccal propertiees obtained by experim
mental tests iin the sectio
on 5 are
implemeented in CU
UMBIA (Mo
ontejo 2007)). Authors acknowledge
a
e that this iis just a preeliminary
investigaation and moore tests and numerical aanalyses are needed.
n
Therrefore, a reseearch program named
“Long-teerm seismicc performance of corrooded bridge pier” is in
n progress aat the Univ
versity of
Canterbuury. To achieve the objeectives of thee project, 10
0mm, 16mm and 25mm deformed an
nd 10mm
plain reinnforcing steeel and reinforcing steel gr
grade 500 willl be examineed.
In this siimple case study, a 100 KN
K vertical load has beeen applied on
n the bridge pier to simu
ulate dead
and livee loads of deeck. Figure 10 shows ddetails of thee cross section and mech
chanical prop
perties of
concretee and steel. The
T moment--curvature reelationship iss shown in th
he left side. As expected
d bending
moment capacity annd correspon
nding curvatture have beeen decreaseed basically for decreasiing cross
section aarea due to pitting
p
corrosion. The resuults show thaat bending moment
m
capaccity has been
n reduced
by 14.3%
%, 25% andd 36% for piitting corrosiion decreasin
ng 7.3%, 26
6.5% and 399% cross-secction area
respectivvely. The redduction in crross-section areas is justt in the locattion of pits. Having a piit in each
100mm length of steeel bar, the equivalent ppercentage off general corrrosion are aas 0.14%, 0..97% and
1.73% rrespectively. The corresp
ponding curvvature has been
b
decreased by 19%, 66% and 92%.
9
The
yielding curvature has not chang
ged, this meaans that the curvature du
uctility dropss exactly thee same as
the ultim
mate curvaturre.

Figure 100. Right: detaails of cross-ssection of the bridge pier; Left: Momen
nt- curvaturee relationship
p for
differentt percent loss of cross sectiion area of stteel reinforceements in the bridge pier

Force-diisplacement relationship has been annalysed using
g the model presented byy Paulay and
d Pristley
(Paulay and Priestleey 1992). Fig
gure 11 show
ws force-disp
placement reelationship oof the bridgee pier for
differentt amount of cross-section
n loss due too pitting corrrosion. The pitting
p
corrossion causes reduction
r
in lateraal load carryiing capacity and in elonngation leadiing to decreaase of conseequence disp
placement
ductilityy. The resultss show base shear capaccity has been
n decreased by
b 21%, 75%
% and 58% for
f 7.3%,
26.5% annd 39% losss of cross secction area resspectively. The
T equivalent reduction by general corrosion
c
is 0.14%
%, 0.97% annd 1.73% resspectively. T
The correspo
onding reducction in dispplacement du
uctility is
11%, 71% and 93% respectively
y. The effectts of pitting corrosion on
n ductility inn terms of reeinforcing
steel straain, curvaturre and laterall displacemeent of the bridge pier are shown in thhe table 2. Th
he results
show few
w small pits significantly
y reduce the dductility whiich impact seeismic perforrmance of brridges.

7

Figure 111. Lateral forrce-displacem
ment relationsship for diffeerent percent loss of cross section area of steel
reinforceements in thee bridge pier

Tab
ble 2. Ductiliity of the D1
10 reinforcin
ng steel and the bridge pier
p for diffferent amount of
corrosion
Corrosion
n characteristics

Steel barr

Bridgee pier

Ductility
y

με

μφ

μD

98

13.5
1

26

240

79

4.5
4

218

215

73

199

178

53

M

F

(MPa)

(KN.m)

(KN)

0

374

280

PL1

7.3

294

PL2

26.5

PL3

39

Corrosionn
level

Loss off
cross
section (%
%)

N.C

Reduction in
n ductility

fy

μ cε/με

μcφ/μ
μφ

μcD/μD

14.6

1

1

1

21

13

00.333

0.81
1

0.89

1.78
1

9

4.3

00.131

0.34
46

0.294

1.08
1

2

1.05

00.08

0.07
77

0.072

7 CON
NCLUSIONS
S
The effeects of pittingg corrosion have
h
been invvestigated by
y testing 12 specimens. PPitting corrosion on 9
out of 112 samples has
h been sim
mulated withh mechanicaally induced
d defects whhich represen
nt pitting
corrosionn. Three leveels of pitting
g corrosion haave been sim
mulated. The results show
w reduction in
n module
of elastiicity, elongaation, yield stress
s
and uultimate stresss. Deterioraation modelss for the meechanical
propertiees have beenn developed
d and brieflyy presented in
i this paperr. Authors aacknowledgee that the
results hhave been preesented in th
his paper neeed to be revissed based on
n experimentaal tests on 16
6mm and
25mm reeinforcing stteel. Howeveer, it is expeected that forr the same percent
p
of coorrosion, the effect of
bar size can be negglected. Finaally, momennt-curvature and force-diisplacement analyses off a single
column bbridge pier for
f the levelss of pitting ccorrosion hav
ve been carried out and tthe main ressults have
been sum
mmarized as follows:
1. P
Pitting corroosion causes reduction inn mechanicall properties of
o steel reinfforcement that should
bbe taken intoo consideration in the dessign of RC sttructures exp
posed to corrrosion.
2. T
The reductioon in elongattion is the grreatest amon
ng all mechan
nical propertties indicatin
ng critical
nnegative imppact of pitting corrosion oon ductility, since the yieelding curvatture does nott change.
3. T
The experim
mental resultts show thatt even a veery small pitt causes sign
gnificant redu
uction in
dductility. Thhis is very im
mportant beccause corrossion process usually starrts with a nu
umber of
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small pits.
4. Pitting corrosion decreases both bending moment and associated curvature indicating
decreasing in seismic capacity of corroded RC bridge piers.
5. Pitting corrosion also decreases load carrying capacity and displacement ductility confirming
corroded bridge pier are more vulnerable in seismic events.
6. Further investigations are needed to develop deterioration models for pitting corrosion, and
linear regression, presented by past studies for general and pitting corrosion, probably is not
suitable in case of pitting corrosion.
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